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Bullying and Violence Prevention: Ryan Halligan 
Lesson Title: Listening to Hear 
Grade Level: High School

 

 

Project and Purpose: 
Students practice active listening to build empathy. 

Essential Question: 
How do active listening and effective communication create 
empathy?

 
Materials:

• Space for students to face each other in pairs 

Procedure:
1. Discuss how experts think some cyberbullying happens because screens have changed the way we  
 communicate.  Research shows that a growing number of people have a hard time making eye contact  
 with others who are speaking, and many only listen so that they can respond instead of listening to  
 hear.  How does ‘listening to hear’ differ from ‘listening to respond’?  Ask students to compare and  
 contrast with their own experiences.

2. Discuss, model with a volunteer, and then break the group into pairs to practice the physical signs of  
 active listening.  Each pair should select a speaker and a listener (students will switch roles after one  
 round of practice).  Describe each step, practicing as you give the information.

• Make eye contact — look directly at speaker’s eyes and/or forehead — not his/her mouth or ears  
 or hair or nose — at least 70% of the time.  
• Lean in — lean toward the person to indicate interest but not too far into their personal space.
• Silent response — match the speaker’s emotion with facial expressions such as eyebrows raised in  
 surprise or furrowed with concern, and give occasional head nods when you agree. 
• Face the speaker — turn your body to the person directly, not at an angle.
• Unblock the space — unfold your arms, move stacks of things out of the way, take hands out of  
 pockets, remove fidget items such as pens or pick axes (unless absolutely necessary). 

3. How do these actions make for better listening?  How do these actions show respect for the speaker?
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4. Discuss, model with a volunteer, and then break the groups into pairs to practice the steps for listening  
 to hear the speaker (as opposed to listening to respond).  Consider using a question about  
 cyberbullying, Ryan Halligan’s story, or another bullying experience as a prompt.

• Reflect and paraphrase — The speaker begins telling his/her story or opinion, and after a bit of  
 time, the listener tries to repeat, in his or her own words, the story of the speaker up to that point.   
 While doing this, the listener turned speaker tries to use the word “you” often and avoid the word “I.”
• Ask clarifying questions — The listener asks questions for more detail about parts of the speaker’s  
 story.
• Summarize — The listener briefly sums up the speaker’s whole story. 

5. How do these actions make a person a better listener?  How do these actions create better  
 communication?  How do these actions make the speaker feel?  

6. Expand upon the basics of active listening with the following information from experts: 

• A good listener always withholds judgment and never offers an opinion.  The listener does this by  
 asking clarifying questions only, not questions that challenge the validity of the speaker’s words.  
• An active listener “gives the stage” to the speaker, refraining from interrupting with personal  
 comments or judgmental sounds.  
• When the speaker is finished, the listener expresses thanks without presenting counter arguments  
 or offering a personal version of the story or a related story.  
• Ask: How do these steps build communication and empathy? 

7. Ask for volunteers to model active listening for the group.  As an option, select several group members  
 to use the Listening Reflection sheet to track the listener’s demonstration of the elements of good  
 active listening and use the sheets to discuss the demonstration.  

Conclusion:
Experts say that better listening builds better communication which in turn creates empathy, the best 
quality for preventing cyberbullying.  Do you agree or disagree?  Cite examples from today’s activity and 
your own experience to support your argument.  

Extension Activity:
Practice large group empathy building through listening.  Sit the group in a circle and allow each person 
one minute to speak on a selected topic, and then ask the listeners to sit silently and think about what the 
speaker said without making any comments or asking any questions.  The next person in the circle then 
speaks and the same pattern is followed. 

After everyone has had his/her say, ask for thoughts, especially around how a previously held impression 
might have changed from listening to the story.
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Listener makes eye contact  
70% of the time. 

Listener leans in to speaker  
without invading personal space. 
 

Listener responds silently with  
facial expressions and occasional  
head nods. 

Listener faces speaker directly. 
 

Listener makes sure space between  
self and speaker is clear. 
 

Listener reflects and paraphrases  
with little to no use of the word “I.” 

Listener asks clarifying questions. 
 

Listener summarizes the speaker’s  
words at the end of the session. 
 

Listener adds no judgmental sounds,  
words, or comparisons with words  
or actions. 

Action of Listener Yes No Note/positive suggesion

Listening Reflection 

  
Your Name Name of Speaker Name of Listeners


